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TRANSACTIONAL FRANCHISING

OVERVIEW

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner's depth of knowledge and history in the franchise community enable

us to bring thoughtful experience to our client’s franchise and distribution networks. It also allows

us to provide franchise systems with: state-of-the-art techniques for updating franchise contracts

and disclosure documents; counseling on the unique challenges faced by systems with numerous

renewing or expiring franchisees; a “partner” to assist with franchise law compliance; advice and

counsel on new policies and methods to implement system change; advice and strategies on

expansion in alternate channels of distribution and/or in new formats; and resources to assess and

handle potential merger and acquisition opportunities.

REPRESENTATIVE TRANSACTIONAL FRANCHISE MATTERS:

▪ Structure, draft and negotiate hundreds of master franchise, area development and unit

franchise agreements.

▪ Act as special franchise counsel for buyers and sellers in connection with the acquisition and

sale of franchise systems.

▪ Advise franchisors regarding sweepstakes offerings.

▪ Advise franchisors regarding e-commerce, privacy-related and operational issues on a day-to-

day basis.

▪ Advise and structure national advertising funds and regional advertising cooperatives.

▪ Advise on the development, maintenance and termination of distributors in all 50 states.

▪ Counsel franchisors on all aspects of federal, state and international franchise registration and

disclosure laws.

▪ Advise technology and Web-based service providers in negotiation of distribution agreements,

disclosure issues and establishment of distribution systems.

▪ Advise franchisors on state and federal antitrust and pricing matters.

▪ Develop supply programs for franchisees and distributors.
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Awards

Sep 28, 2022

Legal 500 UK 2023

News

Jul 22, 2022

BCLP advises FARFETCH on launch of Dream Assembly Base Camp

International law firm Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner has advised FARFETCH Limited (NYSE:FTCH), the leading

global platform for the luxury fashion industry, on the launch of its Dream Assembly Base Camp accelerator

program with Outlier Ventures.

▪ Consult with international franchisors about multi-jurisdictional antitrust issues.

▪ Retained as an expert witness on franchise issues throughout the country.

Antitrust

Business & Commercial Disputes

M&A & Corporate Finance

International Trade

MEET THE TEAM
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Anthony J. Marks
Partner and Team Leader -

Franchising, Los Angeles

anthony.marks@bclplaw.com

+1 310 576 2162

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/people/anthony-j-marks.html
https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/los-angeles.html
tel:%2B1%20310%20576%202162
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